
DESCRIPTION METHOD

HANAMEL TOP COAT
HPE 2100
(Quick drying top coat)

TECHNICAL DATASHEET

APPLICATION

FEATURES

HANAMEL TOP COAT HPE2100 is a finishing paint

mainly composed of modified alkyd resin, which

dries quickly and has excellent adhesion to the base

material. In addition, it has excellent hiding power

and color retention, and has excellent durability,

water resistance, mineral oil, grease, etc

 Industrial paint used as a finishing paint for
electric motors, steel furniture, various steel
machines, and cast iron

 Quick drying and excellent adhesion to the base
material

 excellent hiding power and color retention

 Excellent durability, water resistance and
resistance to mineral oil and grease

TYPICAL PROPERTY

Color According to order

S.V.R(%) Approx. 30~40%

Specific gravity 0.95~1.5

Theoretical
application rate

Appox. 12.5~14.5m2/l(30㎛)

Gloss Gloss/Semi-gloss/Matt

Drying time
Set to touch 30min(25℃)

Dry hard 4h(20℃)

Flash point(℃) 27(isolated)

 Surface treatment : After removing rust, oil, dust and

other contaminants from the surface, apply a

chemical coating treatment

 Pretreatment: Anti-rust primer HPA2100 or

according to painting specifications

 Painting condition: The surface should be clean, and

the surface temperature should be 3℃ or higher

than the dew point, and the relative humidity should

be 85% or less to avoid condensation of moisture

 Diluent: Paint viscosity with enamel thinner, set the

range of 18 to 20 using Ford Cup No.4 (at 20℃)

(depending on working condition)

 Painting method: air spray

 Repainting interval: After at 12hrs under sufficient

ventilation(20℃)

 Coat thickness: Recommended two coat with 30㎛

/one dry coat

 packing unit: 4L, 18L

 Shelf life: 12 months

STORAGE

HANJIN CHEMICAL

110-24, Hwasan-ro, Onsan-eup, Ulju-gun, Ulsan, Korea TEL : +82-52-700-7100  FAX : +82-52-700-7101

This data is a precious information can be recommended as a reference acquired from experimental application and experiences. But it is not 
responsible for it’s efficiency. 


